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7. Transport
7.1. Air transport
Menorca’s air transport infrastructure consists of Menorca Airport, opened in Maó in 1969, and the Sant
Lluís Aerodrome dedicated to air sports, which we will not discuss here. Menorca Airport connects the
island to the outside world, and is crucial to the local economy, as it is the means by which the majority of
tourists reach the island.
Annual passenger air traffic grew considerably over the second half of the last century, and since the
year 2000 it has been oscillating between 2,5 and 3 million passengers per year (see Fig. 7.1.), compared
to half a million passengers who arrived by sea in 2014 (see Fig. 7.3.). This traffic is linked to Menorca’s
seasonal tourist industry, and so the majority is concentrated in the high season, with its peak in August
(see Fig. 2.3.). The number of flights has also been fairly constant over the period 2004-2015, with the
number of flights and passenger traffic curves tending to move closer together. In other words, there has
been a better uptake of flights in terms of passengers per journey, with an average which has ranged from
80 in 2016 to 100 in 2015.
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1 Figure 7.1. Total passenger traffic, goods traffic and number of flights for Menorca Airport, 2004-2015. Transfer passengers
not included. Source: Prepared by authors using data from airport operator Aena.

In 2013, there were 24.419 flights with Menorca Airport as their origin or destination, estimated to have
covered a distance of around 18.664.449 km, transporting 2.554.681 passengers (OBSAM). According
to these figures, the average number of passengers per flight was 105, while the average distance was
764 km. According to data from Aena, the principal airports linked to Menorca were Palma de Mallorca
(PMI), with 23% of flights, and Barcelona (BCN), with 21%, followed by Madrid-Barajas (MAD), with 10%.
The airport with the fourth most flights to and from Menorca, and the highest number for an international
airport, was London-Gatwick (LGW), with 5%. The proportion of flights to and from international airports
in 2013 was 36,9%, with the remaining 63,1% of flights between Menorca and other Spanish airports (see
Fig. 7.2.).

■ Balearic Islands
■ Rest of Spain
■ International

23,6%
36,9%

7 Figure 7.2.
Percentage of flights
involving Menorca Airport
in 2013, by airport
of origin/destination.
Source: Prepared
by authors using data
from Aena

39,5%

Goods are also transported by air, but only a very small proportion compared to those transported by
sea, around 0,2% (OBSAM). The number of goods being transported by air has been falling steadily since
2005 (see Fig. 7.1. again).
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7.2. Maritime transport
Menorca’s maritime transport infrastructure consists of the ports of Maó and Ciutadella, managed by the
Balearic Islands Port Authority and Ports IB, respectively. The port of Ciutadella has grown in importance
following the construction of the Son Blanc dock in 2011. This made it possible for much longer boats,
which could previously only dock in the port of Maó, to dock in Ciutadella as well. As with the airport,
Menorca’s port infrastructure and management are closely tied to the island’s economic activity, since they
are the entry and exit point of almost all of its goods.
Total maritime passenger traffic in Menorca ranged between 400.000 and 500.000 in the period 20042014 (see Fig. 7.3.). This is approximately a fifth of the number of passengers travelling to and from the
island by air. As with air transport, passenger numbers tend to increase significantly during the month of
August.
The movement of passengers and goods through the port of Ciutadella has experienced a significant
boost since the Son Blanc dock opened in 2011. This increase in activity at the port of Ciutadella has been
at the expense of the port of Maó. In 2013, 1.114 ships put in at the port of Ciutadella and 460 at Maó.
The main difference lies in the fact that 99,5% of the vessels calling at Ciutadella are ferries linking Menorca
to Alcúdia and Barcelona, while Mao sees a much greater diversity of vessels, with goods and passenger
ferries making up only 60%, and cruise ships almost 22%.
According to estimates based on the port of origin and the destination, discounting warships, tugboats and other unconventional vessels, ships passing through Menorca’s ports travelled a total of 455.000
km in 2013; more than 269.000 km corresponding to those calling at Maó and the remaining 186.000,
Ciutadella.

1 Figure 7.3. Total maritime passenger and goods traffic in Menorca, 2004-2014. Source: Prepared by authors from OBSAM data.

7.3. Land transport
Land transport in Menorca is primarily either by road vehicle or on foot. Between the years 2001 and 2017,
the relative use of different modes of land transport in Menorca has hardly varied, with private vehicles outstripping travel on foot, by bicycle and by public transport (see Fig. 7.4.). This study focuses on motorised
road transport, since this is responsible for the vast majority of energy consumption and is the form of land
transport for which the best data is available.
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1 Figure 7.4. Modal distribution of land transport in Menorca by percentage distance covered.
Source: Analysis from the Mobility Master Plan for the Balearic Islands.

7.3.1. Road transport infrastructure
The road transport system involves a major infrastructure network of highways, roads, streets and car
parks, occupying a considerable portion of the island. According to the map produced by the OBSAM
(2007) showing land use across Menorca, the urban and interurban road network in Menorca occupies a
total of 835,24 ha, which is 1,20% of the territory, and 24,67% of its artificial surfaces.
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1 Figure 7.5. Menorca’s road network, showing the locations of the kilometre markers (km) analysed in this study.
Source: Menorca Island Council.

7.3.2. Vehicle fleet
The number of vehicles in Menorca has been fairly stable since 2005, with around 73.000 vehicles, of which
about 50.000 are private cars (approximately 70%). The motorisation rate is currently at 780 vehicles per
1.000 legal residents, a figure which has changed little over the last decade. In terms of the de facto population, however, the rate has actually fallen in recent years, from 733 vehicles per 1.000 in 2005, to 647 in
2015, according to OBSAM data.
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7.3.3. Motorised road transport use
The rate of motorised road transport use in Menorca between 1999 and 2015 has varied in line with economic cycles. Traffic intensity has been higher at moments of greater economic activity. This intensity is
expressed in the form of average daily traffic (ADT), which is defined as the total number of vehicles that
pass a particular point every year divided by 365 days.
Vehicle fuel consumption tends to follow changes in ADT (see Fig. 7.6.), although this relationship
appears to be loosening, indicating an increase in vehicle efficiency (lower energy consumption), but also
a greater presence of utility and heavy vehicles. Between 2004 and 2015, the ratio of petrol to diesel consumption remained fairly stable, at 45% and 55% respectively.

1 Figure 7.6. Index of changes in vehicle fuel consumption throughout Menorca, ADT for light and heavy vehicles at kilometre marker
20,4 on the Me-1 motorway (traffic counting station 10318), and Menorca’s gross value added (GVA), since 1999 (base 100).
Source: Prepared by authors from OBSAM and IBESTAT data..

The mobility study carried out in Menorca in 2004 (OBSAM) recorded an average occupancy rate of 1,4
people in private cars and up to 3,2 in rental cars. Another point worth noting with respect to car use is
the amount of time they are inactive. According to a study by Ecologists in Action (2014), cars in Spain are
parked for 97% of the time on average. This same study estimated average car occupancy in Spain at 1,68
people in 2012.
The number of public transport users in Menorca rose dramatically between 2004 and 2008, (see Fig.
7.7.), but then steadily decreased from 2008 to 2014. This is borne out by the drop in public transport as a
proportion of total land transport shown in the modal distribution in figure 7.4.
So far, then, public transport has failed to position itself as an alternative to private transport. The most
commonly used routes are: the route linking Maó and Ciutadella (with 23% of passengers in 2014); the
routes linking Ciutadella and the towns of Cala en Bosc and Cala en Blanes; and the Mao-Es Castell route.
Analysis of the average monthly traffic (AMT), i.e. the total number of journeys in a month divided by
the number of days, shows a clear correlation with the daily human pressure (DHP) recorded each month
(see Fig. 7.8.).
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1 Figure 7.7. The number of passengers using regular public transport in Menorca, 2002-2014. Source: OBSAM.

1 Figure 7.8. Average monthly traffic at kilometre marker 2,9 on the Me-1 motorway (the main motorway linking Maó and
Ciutadella, traffic counting station 10067), and daily human pressure, 2013. Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the
Department of Mobility and Menorca Island Council.

The ratio of human pressure to average monthly traffic increases slightly during the summer months,
which could be linked to a higher rate of vehicle occupancy (in line with the 2004 OBSAM study cited
above, which showed that rental cars have a higher occupancy rate), or to lower vehicle use.
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7.4. Energy consumption of different modes of transport
We have already analysed the energy consumption in 2013 for air, land and maritime transport, which together account for 59% of total final energy consumption in Menorca (see Fig. 4.3. of section 4). Fuel consumption for both air and maritime transport was calculated according to the amount of fuel consumed per
kilometre or mile over the approximate distance travelled for each journey beginning or ending in Menorca,
assuming that half the fuel used for each journey constituted Menorcan consumption.
The total final energy consumption by air transport in 2013 was 230.969 MWh, while the figure for
maritime transport was fairly similar, at 213.829 MWh. In contrast, at 478.401 MWh, energy consumption
by land transport was more than both of these put together (see Fig. 7.9.). Of this final energy consumed,
only around 25% is actually converted into useful energy used to propel the mode of transport in question,
as we can see from figure 7.9. This inefficiency is a result of the second law of thermodynamics, which
limits the conversion of thermal energy produced by combustion in the engine into the mechanical energy
needed to power movement.
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1 Figure 7.9. Final energy consumption (left), useful energy consumption (right), and energy loss (right) for the three modes of
transport in Menorca, 2013. Units: MWh. Source: Prepared by the authors.

7.5. Summary
• In terms of transport to and from Menorca, passengers predominantly travel by air, while goods are
mostly transported by sea. This transport to and from Menorca is largely concentrated around the
island’s three main elements of transport infrastructure: Menorca Airport and the ports at Maó and Ciutadella.
• The majority of land transport within the island is by private vehicle (53%), followed by travel on foot
(42%). Cycling makes up a very small proportion of land transport on the island (4%) as does public
transport (1%), according to data from 2017.
• Cars spend 97% of their time parked, and when in use have an average occupancy of two people.
• Traffic intensity in Menorca is closely linked to economic cycles and daily human pressure on the island.
• In 2013, air, land and maritime transport accounted for 59% of total final energy consumption in Menorca.
• Of the total energy consumption by transport in Menorca in 2013, air transport was responsible for 25%,
maritime, 23%, and land transport, the remaining 52%.
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Comparison of energy consumption
by different modes of transport
This infographic represents the energy required to move a person 100 kilometres by different
modes of transport. In the case of travel by foot, bicycle or electric bicycle, the energy consumed
comes entirely or partially from the person’s own physical exertion, while all of the other modes of
transport use an external energy source. Calculations are based on average occupancy.

AEROPLANE 404

BOAT 181

BUS 120

CAR 447

ELECTRIC CAR 149

MOTORCYCLE 275

ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLE 92

BICYCLE 15

ELECTRIC BICYCLE 19

ON FOOT 50

Units: Wh/(100 km × person)
Source: Prepared by the authors using data from the
publication ‘Las cuentas ecológicas del transporte en
España’ [The ecological impact of transport in Spain]
(Ecologists in Action, 2014) and from the websites
www.biboobikes.com and es.calcuworld.com.

